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Sterile Supplies Trolleys - UN3291 Certified, Trolley Washer Compatible
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Description

FEATURES
Independently tested to UN3291 - Certificate of Packaging Performance for the Transportation of Clinical Waste
Compatible with trolley washers
Suitable for the transportation of DIN & ISO instrument trays
304 grade stainless steel frame, cladding, shelves & doors
Natural unpolished finish
Doors…

Fitted with a flush fitting handle fitted with a CAM lock offering two-point locking (supplied with 2 keys)
When opened, doors fold back flat at either end of the trolley*

Spring loaded plungers hold the doors open, essential when the trolley is being processed in a trolley washer
disinfector
One fixed, two adjustable shelves (max 50kg per shelf)

Shelf Size - 1227 x 632mm (w x d)
Stainless steel drip tray…

Removable for cleaning
Can be located at the rear of the trolley during cleaning, held in position using spring loaded plungers

Inset push handles at either end of trolley



High level corner bumpers offer protection to both the trolley & fabric of the building
Optional tow bar fitting…

Tow bar fitted to the front (swivel castor)
Antiluce fastener fitted to rear (fixed castor)
Tow bar position approx. 360 - 380mm above floor
Recommended max speed 7kph for towed trolleys

200mm heavy duty sealed bearing stainless steel castors, 2 x fixed, 2 x swivel braking
Maximum capacity 136.0kg per trolley

*Doors will not fold back flat when a tow bar is fitted

OVERALL DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)
1407 x 762 x 1288mm

AGV COMPATIBLE TROLLEYS & CARTS
We can provide solutions that are compatible with Sterile Supplies, Laundry, Medical Records & Pharmacy
Distribution.

 

 

Code Description Overall Dimensions (W x D x H) Weight

STSS/690/UN UN3291 Certified, Stainless Steel, Trolley Washer
Compatible 1407 x 762 x 1288mm 131kg

STSS/690/UN/T UN3291 Certified, Stainless Steel, Trolley Washer
Compatible, Towing 1407 x 762 x 1288mm 137kg


